Maintenance support
by HeliService

Heli Service International GmbH – About Us
The highest standards as a basis. One
hundred percent timely and operational reliability without compromising on
flexibility – that is the standard HeliService sets itself every day. According to this
maxim, HeliService offers intelligent
helicopter logistics- and maintenance
services, as well as additional aviation
services such as full aircraft management.

Rügen

Eemshaven
Emden
Maintenance

Our flight operations business requires a very high uptime of our helicopters. We are conducting the maintenance on our customer’s aircraft at the
very same level, in terms of quality and
timeliness, as we conduct it on our own
aircraft.
HeliService conducts maintenance on
utility helicopters typically deployed
for offshore wind, oil & gas or search &
rescue as well as VIP and corporate
customers.

Munich/Oberpfaffenhofen
Maintenance

Heli Service International GmbH – Our Business Segments
Maintenance
HeliService is a helicopter maintenance organisation approved in accordance with EASA Part-145.
As an accredited and authorised Leonardo Service
Center, HeliService has customer-dedicated workshops and hangar areas that meet all helicopter
maintenance needs from scheduled maintenance
to repairs and modifications. In addition, HeliService offers AOG (Aircraft On Ground) services to
ensure that the helicopter is airworthy as soon
as possible.

Offshore Helicopter Services
The core of HeliService’s operations is the transport of passenger to offshore wind parks. From
various locations around the North Sea we transport technicians to offshore wind platforms, to
vessels or directly hoist passengers onto wind
turbines.
HeliService is amongst the pioneers in this area
and especially in the field of hoisting amongst the
most renowned companies worldwide.

Research Expeditions Support
HeliService proudly supports the German Government for many years on its Arctic and Antarctic
expeditions. We have two helicopters and a team
based on board of the Research Vessel Polarstern,
as it sails to the North and South Pole. On board
of the vessel scientist conduct research on climate
change. The two helicopters conduct transport-,
cargo-, observation- and rescue flights.

Support Services
We offer various support services to our customers. The most common and broadly used service
is full aircraft management which includes Maintenance and CAMO for the aircraft. Other services include aircraft inspection prior to purchase,
as well as advisory services on maintenance and
flight operations. We also offer hangarage both in
Emden and in Munich/Oberpfaffenhofen.

Our Capabilities
Base Maintenance
Using our CAMO capabilities or your
own, the maintenance input will be carefully planned together with you, ensuring full transparency from the outset and
throughout the project.
Regular and detailed updates are standard practice.
A Customer Information Portal is available where you, our
customer, can log-in and review the
actual status of the project on a live dashboard. Transparency means no surprises,
which in turn means your helicopter comes
back to you ready to fly, on time and at the
agreed-upon price.
Base maintenance support can be contracted without line maintenance, however a
more efficient and cost-effective solution
is to combine both with Part CAMO.

Line Maintenance
HeliService can take care of all line maintenance needs.
We will provide a tailored solution which supports you
wherever your operation takes you and to ensure your
expectations are fully met.
A line maintenance support agreement will ensure all line
maintenance requirements are taken care of, on-site and
on time. In addition, we are fully equipped to offer AOG
support. Our EASA Part-145 line maintenance support
covers all sectors – VIP, HEMS, Offshore and SAR.

Spare Parts

If you have a requirement for spare parts we are able to
provide an efficient solution for you. If we have the parts
available in our extensive stores we will ensure these are
packed and shipped to be available at your location when
you need them.
In an AOG situation our logistics team will get to work
immediately and have the parts shipped to you as soon
as practically possible.

Continuing Airworthiness Management
HeliService has a dedicated Continuing Airworthiness Management Organisation (CAMO) which satisfies the requirements of EASA Part CAMO regulations, provides bespoke oversight of EASA Part-145
maintenance, forms the link between EASA, the
German Aviation Authorities LBA and the helicopter
manufacturer regarding helicopter maintenance, and
generates inspection and upgrade work packages.
Our CAMO staff has many years’ experience across
the range of aircraft we are supporting. We use intelligent and fully integrated aircraft management
software and the Continuing Airworthiness Maintenance Exposition (CAME) document provides depth
and detail on our processes and how Continuing
Airworthiness is assured.
We will proactively manage your helicopter fleet
by understanding the baseline inspection schedule,
analysing aircraft HUMS data, and recognising maintenance opportunities in the forecast flying programme, so that your helicopter availability is optimised.

Offering
HeliService is an EASA Part-145 approved maintenance organization and accredited Authorized
Leonardo Service Centre. We have dedicated workshops and hangar areas that meet all maintenance needs
from scheduled maintenance inspections to repairs and modifications.
Whether you are looking for line maintenance, base maintenance or a full operator Part-145 support solution,
HeliService offers tailor-made maintenance support packages for the following aircraft:

AW109

Scheduled maintenance packages
200 hour

1 year

400 hour
800 hour
3,200 hour

AW139

AW169

Scheduled maintenance packages
300 hour

1 year

600 hour

2 year

1,200 hour

4 year

2,400 hour

8 year

Scheduled maintenance packages
400 hour

1 year

800 hour

2 year

1,600 hour

4 year

3,200 hour

Maintenance Support Packages – Overview Of Key Elements

Service offer
Dedicated maintenance personnel
Remote technical support solution

Line

Base





Certifying staff on-call 24/7



Customer interface panel













Fleet management, doc control and maintenance planning





AOG response



Dedicated customer maintenance bay
At our facilities

CAMO Light

Maintenance planning

CAMO Full

Airworthiness Review Certificate

ARC inspection and issuance of certificate





Special tooling support





Mobile repair team



Additional Services Offered
Pre-purchase Inspections /
Acceptance Check

When investing in a new or used airframe
you need to be sure you are making the right
choice. Let the HeliService team assist in the
pre-purchase inspection or acceptance check
to help put your mind at ease. We will conduct
an extensive and detailed check of the airframe,
perform system checks and review associated
documentation. We can also assist in arranging
aircrew for the acceptance flights.

Audit Services
Audits are a means of continuous improvement
which are an integral element of a professional
operation. Every operation, whether it be flight
operations or maintenance, with a certain standard has to undergo various audits in order to
ensure a continuously high standard. We offer
audit services for the entire spectrum of a helicopter operator; from CAMO, Ground Operations, Flight Operations to Maintenance.

Hangarage

HeliService has hangarage facilities
for its customers at our two locations
in Emden and Munich/Oberpfaffenhofen. The hangars at both locations are
HeliService’s own, fully managed by our
personnel, temperature controlled and
at all times fully secured. We offer our
customers to hangar their aircraft with
us whether it is just during maintenance
or on a more permanent basis.

Our Metrics
Reaction time to customer requests
If technical support is requested, HeliService will contact OEMs complementary 24/7 remote
technical assistance.

Compliance to quoted price
We offer flat rates for basic inspections. Any changes to the plan which changes the price will
be subject to prior customer approval.

Maintenance task completion as promised
We plan effectively so that we start and complete each maintenance event to customer
requirements. Any changes which may be required during maintenance actions are clearly
communicated to the customer.

Response time to deploy technical recourses
In case of AOG requirements, HeliService will deploy a qualified repair team within 24 hours
from Emden to the customers site.

Availability of parts
HeliService‘s own parts supply ensures a high availably of parts. In addition, early and
detailed planning allows us to look ahead and ensure we order parts in time. As Leonardo
Service Centre we do have a broad access to parts in the worldwide network.

Customer Information Portal
For each maintenance job, HeliService sets up the
aircraft, as well as the work to be conducted in the
CIP – Customer Information Portal. The CIP is a webbased portal which allows you, the customer, to
have full transparency on the status and progress of
your aircraft.
The CIP was born out of our own experience when outsourcing maintenance work. The work was often late,
poorly communicated, and with the status of the aircraft and the delivery schedule of much needed parts
unclear. In addition, frequent cost overruns were considered normal. With the CIP we provide our customers
full transparency on cost and timeline. The portal provides full insight on the status of the aircraft in terms of
completion, down to individual work cards. It further is used as a documentation and approval tool for any
findings which might have come up in the course of the maintenance. Finally, we document and outline the
costs associated with the maintenance work, which is the time spent on the aircraft, the costs of components
and any ancillary costs which might have occurred.

■ Description of the helicopter: type,
registration, picture, flight hours

I – Project Description

■ Description of the maintenance to be
conducted
■ Any particularities
■ Customer name

■ Projected timeline, at the time of
the order
■ Planned start of the maintenance
■ Actual start of the maintenance
■ Planned progress of the maintenance
■ Actual progress of the maintenance
■ Planned completion of the aircraft
■ Projected completion of the aircraft

II – Timeline

The Detailed Progress section provides the customer a full overview on
the progress of the aircraft maintenance. Each work card which is
planned to be conducted as well
as each completed work card is
shown. Each work card shows a brief
description of the very task to be conducted, the work card identifier and
the status of completion. Thus the
customer can follow in full detail,
how the maintenance of the aircraft is
proceeding.

III – Detailed Progress

Any findings which are identified either
prior or during the maintenance are documented in this section. There is a short
description to each finding, sometimes
supported by a photo. All findings are rated: “can be mitigated with the next maintenance / recommended to be mitigated
now / required to be mitigated immediately”. In addition the expected time schedule
and man hours to mitigate the finding as
well as the component costs are provided.
Customers are asked to review and approve findings via the portal or go through the
process jointly with HeliService.

IV – Findings & Approvals

Availability of spare parts and / or
late delivery of spare parts is the
number one reason for aircraft
not being completed as planned.
Thus, HeliService is providing
full transparency on the status
of components needed for the
maintenance work. Here the customer can see whether parts are
on stock or have been ordered. If
parts have been ordered the customer can see the order date, the
order urgency and the promised
delivery time.

V – Spare Parts

Customer Information Portal
In this section the contact details of the
respective responsible personnel are
provided. Starting with the responsible
maintenance manager. Each aircraft has
one responsible maintenance manager
throughout the entire maintenance job.
Also, the head of maintenance, the accountable manager as well as the commercial contact are listed.

VII – Contractual & Commercial

VI – Contact Details

Within the Customer Information
Portal you have a section in which
the original contract as well as all
commercial invoices are collected. In
this section you can not only find the
invoices for the work conducted by
HeliService, but also any third party
invoices.

HeliService‘s Customer Information Portal
provides our customers with the key essential
information on the status of their aircraft.

Full status and progress overview

■ Life view on aircraft maintenance progress
■ Indication and explanation of any delays
■ Revised update on expected completion date

Transparent approval status

■ Findings are documented and detailed
■ Proposal is provided including cost & time estimate
■ Customer approved mitigation measures

Cost control

■ Full overview of expected total cost
■ Update on any additional costs
■ All invoices, own and 3rd party, in one place

Full documentation

■ Entire maintenance is documented
■ All work cards are available to the customer
■ Any additional reports are made available

Our Metrics Maintenance Facilities – Emden
HeliService‘s
Capabilities
Our main maintenance base in Emden,
Germany, is an accredited Authorized Leonardo Service Centre, offering our customers the same high standards of maintenance as our own offshore operation
demands, across the range of
AW109, AW139 and AW169 helicopters and with all the advantages of
the close relationship and responsive support of Leonardo Helicopters.
Upon request we are also able to provide
maintenance support for various Airbus
helicopter types.

Facilities
■ 6 Base Maintenance slots
■ Additional 4 Line Maintenance stations
■ Full Maintenance and CAMO
capabilities
■ Full tools set for AW139,
AW169 and AW109 helicopters
■ Large stock for AW139 and
AW169 helicopters

HeliService‘s Maintenance Facilities – Munich/Oberpfaffenhofen
Capabilities
At the airport of Oberpfaffenhofen some
20 km distant from the city centre of
Munich, HeliService has established a
large dedicated Maintenance Centre for
Corporate Aircraft. The facility is fully secured, with a large hangar, workshops,
parts storage, offices, as well as a meeting room and customer lounge.
The airport of Munich/Oberpfaffenhofen
is privately owned and operated. It can
accommodate medium to large jets and
is 24/365 accessible for its customers.

Facilities
■ 6 Base Maintenance slots
■ Short and long-term hangarage available for customers
upon request
■ Full Maintenance and CAMO
capabilities
■ Full
tools
set
for
AW109
and
AW169
helicopters
■ Large stock
helicopters

for

AW109

Intelligent Maintenance Management System (IMMS)
The IMMS – Intelligent Maintenance Management System – is HeliService’s approach to change Maintenance as it has been done and still is
done most of the time.
We have established a learning system which uses the very information
from all maintenance work which has been performed on a particular
aircraft type, and even on specific aircraft in the past.
With this historic data we are able to predict maintenance tasks in their entirety, have a high planning accuracy
in terms of duration of a maintenance task as well as the costs associated with it.
HeliService applies the IMMS to its own fleet and to the fleet of its maintenance customers. The closer your
aircraft is interlinked with HeliService, the more data we have from your aircraft, the better can we predict and
plan for the maintenance of the aircraft. The data we accumulate and the information and lessons we draw
from this remain with HeliService and serve only one purpose: to achieve a higher uptime of the aircraft.

Continous aircraft
maintenance

Continous maintenance
learning process

1

I

Early detection of potential
defects by pilots / line maintenance / HUMS

Scheduled and unscheduled
maintenance events are recorded and qualified

2

II

Feed the information into the
Intelligent Maintenance Management System

Information is fed into the Intelligent Maintenance Management System

3

Based upon the analysis different actions are triggered
▪ OEM input / exchange
▪ Order of parts / tools
▪ Reschedule of base 		
maintenance scope / 		
timing
▪ More detailed inspection

III

Analysis from the system allows for a better / more accurate maintenance planning

Reliable fleet
with a high
availability

Feedback to manufacturer

IV

Our Philosophy

The way we work
Exercise integrity, compliance and safety – above all
Be brutally honest
Take ownership, act in all consequence and with diligence
Communicate: distinct, precise, with clear instructions and in a timely manner
Prioritize: first things first!
Capture the situation – describe the complication – propose a solution

Nobody is perfect – but a team can be

HeliService Approvals

Part 145 approval certificate

Authorized Leonardo
Service Centre

CAMO approval
certificate

Heli Service International GmbH
Gorch-Fock-Str. 105
26721 Emden | Germany
Phone +49 4921 36801-100
E-Mail maintenance-planning@heliservice.de

